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About This Content

The "Wizard's Survival Kit" allows you to equip the following items for your character:

Wizard's Hat (item) - No wizard of note would ever be seen outdoors without one of these pointy hats.
Sharp Sword (item) - The instruction reads “stick them with the pointy end”. Good to have in a pinch.
Staff +1(item) - Whack your foes over the head, use it to prod mucky waters or lean on it to look cool - the staff +1
let’s you do all of it in style.
Meteor Shower (new Magick) - Rain burning rocks down on your enemies. ‘Nuff said.
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I've played Evil Orbs even before it came out on Steam, and have found it enjoyable and pretty addicting. Up to now, I've
played with a pretty relaxed style, just trying to find a consistent approach to mowing down the Orbs. Maybe now that Evil Orbs
is out on Steam, I'll try to get a little more aggressive and figure out how to best use all the power-ups provided by the game.
. First off, I've played this game a few times already, so it's great to finally see this game on steam.

Pros:
Good Story - I like the characters and the general idea of this title. It's thought provoking and while some improvements could
be made in character development, it doesn't take too much away from the over all experience

Music - Now I know this game doesn't have any original pieces but none-the-less, the tracks were well chosen.

RPG Maker - I myself am working on an RPG Maker game, I make this a pro because it's always good to see a decent or good
RPG Maker game make it onto steam. Is this the best RPG Maker game? No. But, is it worth the purchase price, sure! You can
tell from the mapping and the story that a lot of thought and work went into this title given the engine it was built in.

Cons:
Character Development - the game is fairly short, and the orignal was even shorter. The developer did a great job extending the
story line for this version of the game but it sometimes feels like the charcters could use more depth and weren't... filler. But,
again, not the worst by far out there.

Mapping - "Wait, didn't you mention mapping in your pros?" Yes, I did. as good as the mapping is in this game, for a
commercial product, and I thought hard about this, it could be better. By that I mean, lighting and atmosphere. It lacks in those
departments and I know the power of RPG Maker is limited, but there are solutions to this problem. I suggest the developer to
consider some broader techniques for his future projects, especially commercial ones.

Battle System: I personally don't like the battle system as much as others, and the animations are pretty copy and paste. I would
prefer to see a little more effort in this portion of an RPG. It's no where near as bad as MANY rpg maker games that I've
played, but since this is a commercial product, custom animations and a more unique battle system would have been a nice
touch.
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Overall, I recommend this game. Having played the orginal and a couple versions of the current copy, it's not a bad game. The
asking price is fair for something that can be finished in 5-7 hours. I'd love to see what the dev can make with a newer engine
and some custom resourses!. Fun game, unfinished. I would not buy again, given a choice. Last patch was march 2016, that
mearly instructed steam to cloud save your save game, no new contect since last december..
A sequel to game called "Confess My Love" happened after the protagonist died buying cake for his first love (spoiler? i guess
not). It's recommended to finish "Confess My Love" first before trying this game.

== Review ==
The game can be finished within less than 1 hours, and has a lot of secret ending to unlock all the achievement. I'm yet to finish
all the ending. You guys should try it if you want to know the full story ;-). Excellent game, wonderful collection of puzzles of
different types. The hints were a great addition.. Well after trying a game of this I can say its a pretty nice game, it looks cute
but it got a fair bunch of stuff that you can play with, I like it and seeing how this is just the beginning makes me happy since it
means its mostly going to turn better, so long as the developer don't muck this up, too many have done so. Their are a few issues
but considering its just came out in Early Acccess I am hoping much is going to get corrected. Anyhow I recommend this game..
It wouldn't allow me to play this originally since my room size was too small. I think they added some movement which fixed it
and I'm psyched since this game is really fun.

Keep it up guys!. Looks more fun than it is IMO. The game has a good premise, however it is too slow and it makes the game
too boring.
Please developers, make it faster, and please allow the ship to turn around itself :). Didn't need to play this for very long in order
to get a good idea on what the game is like.
It's a brawler, but not a very good one. There is no blocking, no dodging, no strategy other than where your clunky-controlled
player is on the screen and where to attack. Otherwise it is spamming buttons. All of the enemies act in the same way and there
is no variety other than the occasional enemy having a new attack (Which is always easy to avoid), and the backgrounds. Even
the bosses which I have fought so far have been exactly the same to each other, just with more health. I wouldn't mind but the
boss fights act the same as the enemy.

I'm sorry, am I missing something? Because what I found here was a pretty bland and basic fighting game. It isn't long either.

BUT
I still reccomend it. BECAUSE I bought it cheap and it is still cheap as of today even when not on sale. But if you can get it on
mobile, you will probably be better there. I feel this would be more fun as a little distraction on a long journey to place on your
phone and\/or tablet.

+Somewhat compelling story
+Doesn't take itself too seriously which works with the tone of the game
-Basic combat with no strategy
-Very short
-Upgrades have simingly no effect
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Great game in the genre of RPG Maker, made for a long time to take in the game. I think you should not write unnecessary
words. Just play around.. You Have 10 Seconds 2, just like You have 10 Seconds 1, but with different Seconds.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/510050/

I think both are pretty great platformers.
. Abandonware. Dev promised multiplayer on several occasions, but it never came, and never will. For three dollars you get a
fairly decent survival game, but with no multiplayer, and little to no surviving community. Since released on PC, no "new"
features have been added, only updates adding features that were originally on the console version, but were removed on the
port.. rubbish, don't buy!!!. Stay away. Compared to titles like Renegade Ops this game looks like a waste of time. Shallow,
repetitive and boring gameplay, where you just drive around in very small piece of land and fight boring, worthless and
sometimes barely functional enemies.. Played Via Desktop and was still really fun to play! Good puzzles and was fun to play
with freinds.
. Fun, interesting, good setting, and with tongue-in-cheek aspects I enjoyed.
As with so many HOG-adventure type games, the story is straightforward, and the bad guys are obviously bad (Evil Viziers R
Us in this case), but I found it a good combination of fluff and puzzles. Nothing wrong with a few Aladdin-Raiders of the Lost
Ark tropes and feels!

I fully recommend this game to HOG-adventure lovers.
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